
Highlights

Promotes Responsible Internet Use.  Manage your workforce's online behavior by filtering and monitoring Internet access with the
CyBlock Appliance.  It gives organizations the control they need to promote responsible Internet use and keep their networks healthy. 
Organizations that filter and monitor Internet access will increase productivity, decrease security and legal liability threats, and reduce
bandwidth consumption.
Advanced Content Filtering. Control access to productivity draining, security threatening, and bandwidth-intensive protocols and Web
sites, such as IM, Chat, P2P, Email, Shopping, Spyware, Public Proxy and more. CyBlock makes filtering easy by allowing organizations
to filter by protocols, Web site categories and content types.  Block policies can be applied to individual users, groups or the entire
enterprise.
Ensures Policy Compliance.  Customize block policies, Web categories, category ratings and abuse detection thresholds to fit your
unique acceptable use policy.  Get immediate updates on what protocols and Web sites users are accessing with the Protocol and Web
Monitors.  With these advanced capabilities, organizations can ensure compliance with their own AUP and Federal laws such as CIPA,
HIPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley.
Accurate Reporting Metrics.  Get comprehensive reporting with the most reliable Web-use data and interactive drill-down capabilities. 
The advanced traffic analyzer used for CyBlock's reports distinguishes between users' click actions and extraneous hits downloaded with
the requested Web page.  CyBlock provides IT and managers the reliable results they need to make efficient and effective decisions in
the workplace.
Actionable Turnkey Solution.  Save IT time with the CyBlock Appliance. CyBlock requires minimal administration and can easily be
plugged into and out of the network.  Its support of Active Directory makes it easy to configure blocking and monitoring policies - by users
and groups.  And CyBlock's actionable reporting and real-time monitoring give managers and HR a clear view into each user's online
activity - with minimal IT involvement.

Filtering

Protocol  Filtering  -  Block  access  to  protocols  by  users  and
groups.

IM - Yahoo Messenger, AIM, Jabber, etc.
P2P - BitTorrent, File Sharing, etc.
Email
Streaming
and More

Web Category  and Content Filtering - Block Web access in
81 different categories and multiple content types. URLs can be
edited and added to categories by domain name or pattern (wild
card option) to better match your organization's policy. MIME file
types  and  URL  extensions  can  also  be  added  for  tailored
blocking. Some example categories are:

Chat
Fantasy Leagues
Gambling
Job Search
Pornography
Public Proxy

Shopping
Social Networking
Spyware
Video
Web Mail
and More

 

White  List  Filtering  -  Gain  maximum control  over  workplace
Web  surfing  by  creating  white  lists  that  allow  access  to
authorized  sites  only.  White  list  policies  can  be  applied  to
individual users, groups or the entire enterprise.
Scheduled Blocking - Prevent users from accessing non-work
related Web sites during work hours,  but allow access during
lunch breaks or after hours.
Personalized Block Policies - Design as many block policies
as your organization needs to enforce its acceptable use policy. 
Block policies can be applied to individual users, groups, or the
entire enterprise.
Create  Categories  -  Add unique categories  to  block  specific
sites or use as a white list.
Customizable  Block  Message  -  Build  a  unique  blocking
message with text  or link to another Web page, such as your
organization's acceptable use policy.
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